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ABSTRACT
The authors have developed a model of the effects of automation upon an economy
similar to the U.S. The model predicts that the most important consequence of automation
is to lower the real wages of medium-skilled and low-skilled workers. Data covering the
period 1984 to 2016 demonstrate, as the model predicts, that the share of these workers
in domestic production has steadily, if somewhat noisily declined.1

INTRODUCTION
The first chapter of Adam Smith’s seminal
work,2 The Wealth of Nations, is devoted
to a discussion of the division of labor in
production. In that chapter he discusses the
division of labor in a pin factory where 10
men produce twelve pounds of pins a day.
This is 48,000 pins or 4,800 pins per person
per day. Smith notes that one person working
alone could not produce 48 pins a day. The
division of labor greatly increased production
and replaced skilled labor with unskilled
labor. In 1776, the year Wealth of Nations was
published, James Watt introduced his steam
engine. Until the late 18th century, all goods
were created and transported by the brains
of humans and the muscles of humans and
animals. Then machines began replacing
the muscles of humans and animals. Over
the next 150 years, the Industrial Revolution
transformed the economies and social
structures of the Western world. For most
of that period, labor struggled to overcome
the displacements caused by the new
technology. The enormous gains in labor

productivity and the resulting growth of
wealth came to be shared with labor. Now
automation is replacing the brains of humans
in the creation and transport of goods.
Automation has become a major
occupation of the minds of economists. In
roughly the last decade, this subject has
attracted the attention of a number of
workers and papers expressing a variety
of opinions ranging from widespread
unemployment caused by automation
to a new age of economic growth with
full employment.
There is general agreement that there
are three possible ways in which automation
affects the economy and thus society:
1. Increasing the productivity of workers
by augmentation
2. Creation of new and presumably better
jobs by creation of new industries
3. Displacement of workers by substitution
A community of people who are interested in
this subject appear to be focused on job loss
by automation. In particular, the work3 of Carl
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Benedikt Frey and Michael Osborne predicted
that up to 47 percent of jobs in the U.S. could
be lost to automation. The community argues
that Frey and Osborne must wrong because
automation has not manifested itself as lost
jobs.4 We argue that this fixation upon lost
jobs is leading the field astray.

FIGURE 1 — U.S. MEDIAN INCOME PER HOUSEHOLD DIVIDED BY
PER CAPITA GDP 6
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Instead of lost jobs, our model assumes
full employment, but with automation
displacing a fraction of the workers without
eliminating the job. These displaced workers
find new jobs because the economy can
accommodate more workers at lower pay.
A principal effect of automation is to fix
the wages of the lowest-paid 50 percent
of workers (Type C) and next 40 percent
of workers (Type B) to the marginal cost of
automation for each type of worker. The
effect of automation is not job loss, but
lowered wages for these workers. Because
new capital is coming into the economy to
pay for the automation while other factors
remain constant, GDP grows.
Supporting this conclusion, the U.S.
economy is demonstrating that the median
wage is not keeping up with the growth of
the GDP. We note that prior to the arrival of
Covid-19 the U.S. economy was booming
2

with low unemployment but the wages
of average workers were barely rising.
This situation is best illustrated by using
Federal Reserve data.5 This phenomenon is
illustrated in Figure 1 below.
This is what our model predicts:
economic expansion with most workers not
sharing in the economic growth.
The cause for concern is not job loss, but
increasing inequality. In the 19th century,
some labor economists—and Karl Marx—
argued that the wages of workers were set
by the reserve army of the unemployed. If
the demand for labor increased, the result
would be an increase in employment from
the army of unemployed workers rather
than an increase in wages. The current
situation is similar. The wages of workers
are set by the cost of robot substitutes.
To set the stage, we define a “robot”
(which might be just a computer program)
as the amount of automation sufficient to
displace a person. However, typically the
job does not disappear upon automation;
rather, typically some but not all of the tasks
will be automated and some of the workers
employed in the job will be displaced. There
are two questions that have to be addressed:
1) what will be the impact of technical
change on the distribution of income as
robots replace workers in the performance
of some tasks; 2) will it be possible to train
the displaced workers for highly skilled jobs
that cannot be performed by robots.
As robots are introduced, workers
are affected in different ways. Robots are
substitutes for some of the tasks of workers,
with the result that the wages of all workers
of that type become linked to the cost of
robots. Their income drops in step with the
cost of automation. For highly paid (Type
A) workers, robots are a complementary
factor in production and their wages go up
as they become more productive. To address
these questions in a way that is useful for
policy, it is necessary to have data as to
the structure of jobs in the economy. We
obtain the necessary information from the
results of Frey and Osborne.7,8 We assume
that, for a particular job, Frey and Osborne in
their probabilities of automation capture the
effort-weighted fraction of the tasks that will
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be eliminated. That job is likely to continue
to exist, but employs fewer workers and the
nature of the job may change.
As an example, a librarian must check
books in and out of libraries, teach library
patrons basic computer skills, review and
evaluate materials for purchase, search
standard reference materials, keep up-todate records of circulation and materials,
maintain inventory, and correct cataloging
errors. Some, but not all, of these tasks can
be automated. It does not seem possible
to automate all the tasks performed by a
librarian, but it is possible to reduce the
number of librarians needed by automating
some of the tasks a librarian performs.
The second important question is
whether it will be possible to train workers
to do the high paying jobs of the future. To
many, the answer to this question carries
the baggage of the past. The division of
labor that Adam Smith describes meant
that a job that required a skilled worker
could be disaggregated into a set of tasks
that could be performed by a set of semiskilled laborers and the educational system
was able to educate the working population
to perform the tasks required. These
jobs were high paying mostly where the
workers were able to organize and bargain
for higher wages. In the United States,
higher wages in manufacturing disappeared
when manufacturers moved to states that
had right-to-work laws.9
We use the work of Frey and Osborne
to model workers. We assume that labor is
heterogeneous and divide the labor force
by skill groups: highly skilled workers (top
10 percent of wages), medium-skilled
workers (middle 40 percent) and lowskilled workers (bottom 50 percent).
We designate these respectively as Type
A workers, Type B workers, and Type C
workers. Each type of worker can perform a
bundle of tasks. For simplicity, we assume
that the bundles are different and that
among them the three bundles include all
possible tasks. The production of any good
requires a set of tasks so the firm must hire
enough of each type of worker to produce
the good. The wage of a particular type
of worker depends upon the market that

he is in. A job will be high paying only if
the skills required for it are scarce. You
can train displaced workers for the new
jobs—assuming they can be trained to
do these jobs—but they will not be high
paying unless the skills required are scarce.
It does not matter whether the skill is
valuable; to be high paying, the skill must
be scarce. This implies that a job will not
be high paying unless it requires abilities
that are scarce. If not, the quasi-rents will
be eliminated as more workers acquire the
necessary skills to compete for those jobs.
There are many very valuable and
essential tasks, such as caring for the
elderly, collecting garbage, or working
in meat processing plants, that are not
well paid and the wages earned do not
reflect the social value of the tasks. This is
because the skills required to perform these
tasks are not scarce.

THE MODEL
In order to explore the consequences of
automation, we have developed a simple
macro-economic model that incorporates
the findings of Frey and Osborne using
the task-oriented structure of McKinsey &
Co.10 Macroeconomic models require many
parameters, most of which are usually
unknown. The theoretical underpinning
of macroeconomics is general equilibrium
theory, but, while the theory is beautiful,
its application is difficult. Our central
concern is how automation affects the
economic well-being of workers. Therefore,
our model avoids the difficult subjects of
the creation of capital and savings by just
assuming that capital can be leased at
some reasonable rate.
We use the 1980 U.S. economy, which
we assumed to be without automation,
to calculate the basic parameters for our
model.11 Our work is solely concerned with
production in the consumption sector. We
assume that the labor force is fixed at the
1980 level. We calculate how production is
shared in a competitive market, ignoring
governmental actions such as taxes and
transfer payments.
3
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FIGURE 2 — HOW AUTOMATION AFFECTS THE SHARES OF THE
FOUR FACTORS OF OUR MODEL
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NOTE Shares of the four factors change as automation progresses. The abscissa reflects the progress of
automation in terms of the increasing allocation of the scarce factor Type A labor to automated firms.

Our model assumes that robots can
replace medium- and low-skilled workers,
but not high-skilled workers because they
have special abilities. Our model breaks the
economy into many firms, each making a
single good. These firms differ only in the
cost of the automation to replace middleskilled workers and low-skilled workers.
This causes the firms to belong to one
of three groups, which we call sectors.
In Sector 1, the firms have substituted
robots for all replaceable tasks of both
low-skilled (Type C) and medium-skilled
(Type B) workers. In Sector 2, there is no
displacement of Type C workers, but Type
B workers have been displaced in all the
tasks that can be automated. In Sector 3,
no tasks of either type have been
automated and no robots are used.
Shares of Production
Substitution of workers makes capital’s
share in production grow and the shares of
the substituted workers decline as robots
displace workers. This is shown in Figure 2
below. The share of high-skilled workers
grows with growth of the economy caused
by capital investment in automation. In this
growing economy, high-skilled workers
4

have a higher marginal product and are
also in higher demand. In all the figures
below, the abscissa is the percentage of all
A workers employed in Sector 1, in which all
tasks of both B and C workers that can be
automated have been automated. Therefore,
this abscissa can range from 0 to 100.
At the endpoint (about 48 percent) of
Figure 2, automation has progressed to
the point at which displacement of Type B
workers is complete, i.e., all Type B workers
are employed in jobs where they no longer
are in competition with robots. However,
automation of jobs held by Type C workers
is far from complete. We call the automation
region in Figure 2, Case 1. In the extended
region (Case 2) in Figure 3, automation of
C workers continues. Figure 3 depicts the
C.E.S. factor shares over the entire Case 1
plus Case 2 regime.12
We report Case 2 for completeness.
We do not believe that all Type B labor has
been or will be replaced in the immediate
future. Further, Case 2 is pushing the
assumptions of the model beyond what
may be reasonable. We used the U.S
economy to calibrate the model before the
introduction of automation. The production
function changes and results that far into
the future should be questioned.
Inequality
Type A’s share increases because robots
and Type A workers are complements in
production. Thus, A’s marginal product
increases as more robots are introduced.
In Case 1, both Type B and Type C workers
are substitutes for robots and their wages
decrease because they are linked to robot
competition. Thus, the shares of Type B and
Type C workers decrease in Case 1. However,
in Case 2 with the replacement of Type B
workers complete, Type B workers are no
longer competing with robots; their wage
is no longer tied to Type B robots. They
become complements to robots and Type
A workers and their wages increase as the
number of robots increases. The decrease
in capital’s share is caused by the fact that
investment in Type B workers is complete.
Because the economy is still growing, capital
investment continues to grow.
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According to Piketty, the top 10 percent
of the population owns 80 percent of the
capital in the United States.13 This means that
if we consider income from capital, inequality
is much greater than would be suggested
by wage income alone. In Figure 4 below,
both the relation of the shares of A workers
to the sum of Type B and Type C workers are
considered and the relation of the total share
of A plus capital are plotted for C.E.S.
At the point of full automation of Type B
labor, inequality including capital’s income
grows by about a factor of 2.3 from its value
near 1 for the automation-free economy.

45 percent of B workers have experienced
at least one displacement. Twelve percent
have been displaced more than once. Type
C workers can be displaced from 80 percent
of their tasks, but, in Case 1, only 40 percent
of Type C workers experience displacement.
By the end of Case 2, 80 percent of Type C
workers experience, as expected, at least one
displacement.

FIGURE 3 — SHARES OF THE FOUR FACTORS AFTER AUTOMATION
PROGRESSES EVEN FURTHER
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NOTE The effect of completing automation of C workers for C.E.S. The Case 1 region to the left of the
divider near 50 percent is the case already shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 4 — GROWTH OF INEQUALITY AS AUTOMATION PROGRESSES
Including Capital’s Income
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With automation, larger quantities of goods
are being produced and their price drops.
However, automation results in a decrease
in wages for Type B and Type C workers.
Can the resulting drop in prices offset the
decreased wages of B and C workers? To
determine this, we used the Pareto tests:
given two allocations, 1 and 2, a person is
better off at allocation 2 if he can buy what
he bought at allocation 1 with allocation 2
prices and income. Figure 5 demonstrates
that neither B or C workers can buy the
same package of goods after automation
that they could before automation.
Figure 5 alone does not prove that
automation is good for A and bad for B and
C workers. It could well be that the workers
prefer the bundle of goods they bought
post-automation to the bundle of goods
they bought pre-automation. This test does
not address the question of who can pay
for the post-automation package of goods
under the pre-automation conditions.
Figure 6 below shows the fraction of
today’s package of goods obtainable at
pre-automation prices and wages.
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FIGURE 5 — EFFECT OF AUTOMATION UPON PURCHASING POWER
OF LABOR
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NOTE A comparison of the fraction of the pre-automation goods package that a worker can
purchase after automation as compared with no automation. The shaded area is the region in which
the worker is cannot buy the pre-automation bundle of goods (Case 1).

FIGURE 6 — WORKER’S PREFERENCE FOR CONSUMPTION BEFORE
AUTOMATION
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other ways to reduce labor costs. Labor
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In the later stages of automation, Type
C workers, in particular, have a significant
chance of experiencing more than one
displacement. We imagine being displaced
more than once could be traumatic. In
our model, we do not try to model the
search process in job seeking. Drawing
upon the work of other economists who
have explored the growth of geographical
inequality, we believe that the effects of
displacement will depend strikingly upon
the area where the displaced worker
lives. If local jobs are relatively scarce, the
family of the displaced worker typically
faces difficult choices. For the two-worker
family, the loss of the job of one worker
presents the family with particularly
difficult decisions because the family
still has the income of the other worker.
Furthermore, houses are hard to sell
in a depressed area. And often in areas
where jobs are more plentiful, there are
no relatives or close friends to provide
social support. Consequently, families are
not likely to move from depressed regions
to places where jobs are more plentiful.
We believe that this problem is creating a
serious division of the United States into
two nations.
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unions were an important factor in creating
and maintaining well-paying middle-skilled
jobs in the past. When manufacturers moved
to states with “right to work” laws, the
wage premium attached to manufacturing
began to be eliminated. This move of
manufacturing south was followed by
outsourcing to low-wage countries. These
changes have had an enormous impact upon
wages in certain sectors. Will the lowered
labor costs caused by automation bring
manufacturing back to the U.S.? If so, will
this result in substantial wage gains for Type
B and Type C workers? Our work suggests
“no” as the answer to the latter question.
Economists who believe the creation of
new jobs driven by new industries will occur
base this belief on the historical record that
the technologies of the first four-fifths of
the 20th century did not result in declining
wages as new jobs were created. However,
echoing an old refrain, this time may indeed
be different. In order to support the notion
that new jobs for the middle class and lower
class are going to improve their income, it
is necessary to try to imagine what tasks
can be performed by the displaced workers
that cannot be performed by robots.
Undoubtedly there will be some, but their
accompanying jobs will not be high paying
unless they involve abilities that are scarce
in the population of displaced workers. If
not, the quasi-rents will be eliminated as
more workers acquire the necessary skills
to compete for those jobs.
The conclusions of this work can be
thought of as being very pessimistic. The
distribution of income that results from a
free market is very unequal. The ratio of the
income of the top 10 percent to the bottom
90 percent grows to 3. In 1980 it was 1.
The hope that it will be possible to train
lower-skilled workers for the high paying
jobs of the future is unrealistic. This could
be an example of the Paradox of Value.
The volume of goods produced by the
new technology may be intrinsically very
valuable, but unless there is scarcity, their
price, and thus the price of their inputs, will
not be very high.

The existence of a labor market has
more functions than the allocation of labor
to the production of goods. At one level
it ties the distribution of output to the
distribution of factors of production. Eulers
Theorem: That the sum of the marginal
production of factors times their level in
production is equal to output has been used
to argue that setting the income of factors
to their market wage is fair. Everyone
receives what they produce. However, the
resulting allocation may not be politically
viable and intuitively may seem unfair. The
present allocation where the top 10 percent
receive considerably more than the lower
90 percent is perceived by many as unfair.
The labor markets have the important
function of being the prime incentive for
an individual to acquire human capital in
the form of an education. Human capital
has substantial social externalities beyond
providing the skills necessary for a job.
One very obvious result of declining
human capital is decreasing levels of
marriage and with it, the formation of
families. There is substantial evidence16
that marriage and the formation of families
drops in populations with low levels of
education. Adequate parenting is very
difficult for a single parent to achieve,
but is crucial to the development of the
character of the child. Children from
low-income populations usually attend
schools populated by unmotivated fellow
students. This creates a perpetuating cycle
of low social mobility. Society suffers
from the loss of undetected talent caused
by an inadequate school experience.
Approximately 70 percent of the children
of elites remain elite17 making it necessary
for a society to discover replacement talent
from the whole.
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